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ABSTRACT 
Early measurements of the vocal tract have led to numerous insights into the way the acoustic 
signal is shaped by the mouth.  One important adjunct to measurement has been analog 
modeling and detailed acoustic analysis.  Some early measurements, such as Stevens’ 
exemplary x-ray film, are still being analyzed today, due to the continuing challenge of 
measuring the speech articulators.  Although x-ray movies have provided the fullest depiction of 
the moving vocal tract, they are difficult to obtain and quantify.  Recent point source 
measurements (electromagnetometry and x-ray microbeam) have been successful in 
characterizing anterior tongue movements,  but their inherent limitations prevent imaging of  the 
pharynx, which has a large effect on the acoustic output.  Very recently, cine MRI and optically-
corrected ultrasound have surpassed the x-ray capability of obtaining large data sets of images 
of the vocal tract during running speech.  These techniques are less demanding on the speaker 
and thus applicable to a wider range of talkers.  With these new measurements, we should be 
able to refine our modeling, which always has compromises, and to better explore the 
relationship between vocal tract shape and the resulting acoustics.  They should also help us 
address the inverse problem (i.e., that there are, theoretically, many possible tract shapes that 
can result in a given spectrum), and allow us to examine changes in articulator position that do 
not result in measurable acoustic differences.  We are poised to build upon the substantial 
foundations of speech production research and advance to additional insights with these new 
techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 
Speech is carried by an acoustic signal, one that is generated by a complex array of 
physiological features of the vocal tract.  Although the visual features of that articulation also 
affect speech perception, it is the acoustic signal that has received the majority of attention over 
the years. The extraordinary intricacy of the relationship between the speech production 
mechanism and the acoustic consequence has made this exploration both rewarding and 
incomplete.  We continue to fathom the signal that is at once the most complex sound we listen 
to and probably the most important—it is certainly the most human sound there is. 

Measurements of the speech production system began thousands of years ago when early 
linguists made use of their ears and their kinesthetic sense of their own production, along with 
the occasional perturbation (such as closing off the nose).  An amazingly complete description 
of the types of articulations involved can be generated this way.  The modern desire for 
quantification, however, could not be so easily satisfied.  Early devices to measure either the 
articulators or the acoustics were quite primitive and ineffective.  Erasmus Darwin, for example, 
used cones of tinfoil which could be inserted into the mouth and then deformed by a single 
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articulatory posture (Darwin, 1803).  Not only was this restricted to a single shape representing 
the most extreme narrowing of the vocal tract, it was difficult both to accomplish and to 
measure.  Abbé Rousellot devised other techniques, including a deformable band that could be 
placed under the tongue to give some indication of what the surface of the tongue was doing 
(Rousselot, 1924).  While the reliability of this device can be questioned, it did have the 
advantage of giving measurable indicators over time. 

The acoustic signal as well was rather difficult to reduce to usable form for many years.  The 
flame recorders for early waveforms (Scripture, 1902) were quite impressive but not easy to 
deal with.  Techniques for extracting a usable representation of the spectrum would have to wait 
until after World War II and the declassification of the sound spectrograph (Potter, Kopp, & 
Green, 1947).  With this device, it was possible to look at large amounts of sound data and 
begin exploring the output of the speech production system in detail.  The acoustic theory of 
speech production (Fant, 1960) allowed us to make the connection between what was present 
in the acoustic signal and what needed to be present in the articulation.  That is, we could 
accomplish the amazing feat of analyzing speech production with just a tape recorder and a 
spectrograph. 

One of the most adept practitioners of this art has been Ken Stevens (1998).  Using simple 
transmission models of the vocal tract, he has been able to infer a great deal about the 
production process even as the availability of direct measurements of the vocal tract lagged 
behind the availability of acoustic records.  The acoustic indicators of such features as nasality, 
cavity affiliation and place of articulation all came to be looked at differently thanks to his 
modeling of the expected results from articulation.  As with all modeling, the early attempts have 
led to refinements.  For example, the earliest proposed invariants for stop place of articulation 
(Blumstein & Stevens, 1979; Stevens & Blumstein, 1978) have not held up well as a general 
description of categorization or perception (e.g., Kewley-Port, Pisoni, & Studdert-Kennedy, 
1983; Lahiri & Blumstein, 1984).  The models have always led to insights about where we might 
(unexpectedly) look for important information in the speech stream. 

In this paper, I will discuss some of the ways that we have been measuring the vocal tract 
directly in the past and some improved techniques that have become available quite recently 
(see also Stone, 1997).  These new measurements make it more feasible to test our modeling 
directly. The ability to obtain substantial amounts of physiological measurements almost as 
easily as obtaining acoustic recordings will greatly change the way we study speech, both in 
production and in acoustics.  The ability to quickly check our models’ predictions with 
reasonably complete vocal tract measurements will allow us to fulfill the promise of acoustic 
analysis. 

DIRECT IMAGING OF THE VOCAL TRACT 
Since the tongue is hidden from view yet crucial to speech, it is necessary to devise ways of 
seeing inside the mouth without disturbing the speech.  Various systems have been used for 
this purpose, each with advantages and disadvantages.  A disadvantage of many systems is the 
difficulty in obtaining large amounts of data.  The types of measurements obtained differ as well. 
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Full Body X-ray 
The earliest reliable images of the vocal tract came from x-rays (e.g., Russell, 1928).  Although 
the ability to see the normally hidden tongue was a great advance, the high dosages and low 
resolution of the early systems severely limited the amount of information that could be 
obtained.  One carefully constructed data set, with Ken Stevens as the speaker, overcame 
many of the difficulties and provided an impressive amount of value for a relatively short film 
(Perkell, 1969).  Indeed, the data has been so useful that it is still be reanalyzed today (Magen, 
Kang, Tiede, & Whalen, 2003; Munhall, Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Tohkura, 1995).  And, obviously, 
the exposure limits were quite within toleration.  There are other modern protocols that allow for 
limited data collection for research purposes (Fitch & Reby, 2001; Stark et al., 1999), so full 
body x-ray is still a viable means of measuring the vocal tract. 

Several difficulties remain with this technique, however.  Even the modern systems are 
extremely limited in the duration of the exposure.  The tract is imaged quite well, but the 
shadows cast by structures to the side of the points of interest (say, the midsagittal portion) can 
make interpretation and measurement difficult. Calibration can be somewhat difficult, and 
extracting the edges of the tongue and other structures can require a great deal of work.  This 
technique will continue to serve a function, but it looks as though it will always be a limited one. 

Flesh Point Measurements 
One way to reduce the difficulty of imaging the tongue is to image only select points on it.  Two 
major ways of doing this have been devised, the x-ray microbeam system (Abbs & Nadler, 
1987; Kiritani, 1986; Kiritani, Itoh, & Fujimura, 1975) and electromagnetometry (Perkell et al., 
1992; Schönle et al., 1987).  Both “flesh point” systems require that small devices (gold pellets 
or receivers, respectively) be glued to the tongue.   

The x-ray microbeam system reduces the exposure to the x-rays by a variety of means.  After 
an initial full scan that locates the pellets, each pellet is searched for by a focused beam that 
expects to find the pellet near its previous location.  In this way, each pellet can be measured 
hundreds of times per second with only a small part of the speaker being exposed to the x-rays.  
Data loss due to losing a pellet or mistracking has been minimal.  Further, the entire system is 
shielded in lead, so that the total exposure is actually about the same as the background 
radiation on a sunny day.  Although the pellets are attached to the tongue surface, they have 
been shown to interfere minimally with typical speech sounds (Weismer & Bunton, 1999).  The 
palate can be traced, so that tongue movements in the anterior portion of the mouth can be 
related to the hard structures, giving an indication of constriction degree.  All of the experiments 
are available in a publicly accessible database that is a treasure trove for the field. 

Electromagnetometry measures mechanical movement by detecting its consequences on a 
dynamic magnetic field.  By having three magnets outside the head, it is possible to locate 
receivers, placed on speech articulators,  within that field by comparing the relative strength of 
the signals from each of the three magnets.  These signals can be measured at fairly high rates 
(typically 200 Hz), giving good resolution of the tongue, lips and jaw in action.  The receivers are 
similar in size to the microbeam pellets and thus should interfere with the speech equivalently.  
The palate can also be traced (usually by running the tongue tip receiver across the palate), 
again giving an idea of constriction degree in the anterior portion of the vocal tract.  Recording 
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time is usually only limited by the speaker’s ability to keep the head stable within the apparatus 
and by the glue continuing to hold the receivers in place. 

There are some drawbacks with these point parameterization systems. As the name implies, 
only a limited number of points on the tongue can be imaged, usually four or five.  It is difficult to 
get markers into the pharyngeal region, though there is a higher success rate with the 
microbeam system.  The magnetometer systems can only track receivers in a single plane, 
though there is a system being developed by Carstens Medizinelektronik that will overcome this 
problem by measuring in three dimensions.  Unlike full body x-ray, the velum is not typically 
imaged.  There have been successful attachments of markers to the uvula with both of these 
systems, but it is not a procedure that is possible with most speakers, and the relationship 
between the point measured and the size of the opening of the velopharyngeal port remains to 
be determined.  The process of attaching the markers is time-consuming and not tolerated by all 
potential participants.  The markers do require some adaptation on the part of the talker, even if 
the end result is fairly close to normal (Weismer & Bunton, 1999).  One of my own experiments 
was found to be impossible with a magnetometer because the tongue tip receiver actually 
changed the acoustic consequence of fricative vowel coarticulation that had been measured 
previously (Whalen, 1981).  The x-ray microbeam system is still available at the University of 
Wisconsin, but it appears unlikely that there will be any more constructed.  Magnetometer 
systems are more widely available, but they do require a relatively high level of technical 
expertise.  These systems, then, have been a great advance in our ability to measure the vocal 
tract, but they have not quite given us the tools we need to complement acoustic analysis. 

More Recent Imaging Systems 
Within the past few years, two new systems have appeared that allow fuller coverage of the 
speech organs with reasonable sampling rates that are improving as the techniques are worked 
on.  One is cine magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Demolin, Metens, & Soquet, 2000; 
Narayanan, Nayak, Lee, Sethy, & Byrd, 2004) and the other is ultrasound (Kaburagi & Honda, 
1994; Stone & Davis, 1995; Stone, Sonies, Shawker, Weiss, & Nadel, 1983; Whalen et al., 
submitted; Wrench & Scobbie, 2003).  These systems differ in quite a few ways, but they both 
give access to large amounts of data for a wide range of talkers. 

Cine MRI 
MRI allows us to look inside the head because the signatures given off by the charged ions in 
the body after a magnetic pulse is applied can be calculated without regard to the surrounding 
material.  This give a fully three dimensional view of the vocal tract.  The trade-off, though, is 
that the images take a long time to build up and so have been useful only for static shapes (e.g, 
Baer, Gore, Boyce, & Nye, 1987).  Recent protocols have been devised that allow the images to 
be collected for a single slice that can be measured about eight (Demolin et al., 2000) or 20 
(Narayanan et al., 2004) times a second.  While this is slower than some speech sounds, it is a 
rate that captures a great deal of what goes on during speech production.  As the technique is 
refined, we can expect this sample rate to increase, increasing the usefulness of the images as 
well.  The single midsagittal slice gives us most of the information we need, and estimates of 
three dimensional data can be built up across repetitions via pseudo-cine reconstruction.  In that 
technique, different locations of the imaging plane are obtained for multiple repetitions of an 
utterance.  If the repetitions are sufficiently similar, the images can be combined to give a 
dynamic, 3-D measurement of the vocal tract.  Even with a single slice, the definition of the 
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tongue and the velum are the most complete and easy to interpret images that we have so far 
been able to obtain for running speech. 

As always, there are several drawbacks to this technique.  The speaker must be in a supine 
position, which affects the articulation somewhat (Shiller, Ostry, & Gribble, 1999; Tiede, Masaki, 
Wakumoto, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1997).  Of course, speaking in this position is part of our 
nature; there might not be a species if it were not possible to talk in a supine position (with at 
least the phrase “What are you thinking?” being recognizable).  Still, not being able to measure 
the more typical upright position is somewhat problematic.  The acoustic signal is contaminated 
by extremely loud machine noise; this can be filtered out with some success, but, as with all 
complex filtering, the resulting acoustic signal is somewhat compromised.  Sessions on MRI 
machines are expensive and typically hard to come by. Procedures for automatic measuring of 
the relevant structures are not fully worked out, leading to rather intensive data analysis.  The 
spatial resolution is not a fine as we might like, with at best a mm per voxel.  Still, this technique 
is a powerful new tool for measuring speech articulation. 

Ultrasound 
The surface of the tongue is amenable to measurement by ultrasound (Shawker & Sonies, 
1984), and a great deal can be learned by examining its shape.  Ultrasound travels through 
material, sending back echoes when various transition points are reached.  When an air 
boundary is reached, the reflection is essentially complete and so nothing above the air 
boundary can be measured.  Thus the surface of the tongue from near the tip to near the hyoid 
bone can be imaged.  Although the shape is informative, even more can be learned about 
speech production if we can locate the tongue surface relative to the hard structures of the vocal 
tract.  This requires registering the ultrasound in a “head-relative” space.  Because the 
ultrasound transceiver has to be in physical contact with the skin under the jaw, its location will 
tend to move as the jaw moves.  Even small jaw movements of, say, a centimeter would lead to 
incorrect assessments of constriction size if left uncorrected.  There are two ways of correcting 
this.  Either the head and transceiver can be stabilized so that they are always the same 
distance apart, or the position of the transceiver can be tracked and motion can be corrected 
for.  There are systems using both approaches, and I will briefly describe each. 

The systems that constrain the transceiver to be a set distance from the head have the 
advantage that the image of the tongue does not need to be further processed once it is 
obtained.  That is, its distance from the hard palate is already established, so the extracted 
tongue surface can be displayed along with the trace of the palate and the distances will all be 
correct.  This is the approach taken at various labs (Munhall, Ostry, & Parush, 1985; Ostry, 
Keller, & Parush, 1983; Parush, Ostry, & Munhall, 1983; Stone & Davis, 1995; Wrench & 
Scobbie, 2003).  Another advantage of these systems is that the orientation of the transceiver is 
fixed on the midline. 

The main disadvantage of head restraint systems is that the motion of the jaw is somewhat 
impeded.  This problem can be minimized by using an acoustic standoff, which is a deformable 
substance that allows some jaw motion while also allowing the ultrasound signal to reach the 
tongue.  It is still the case that the head must be restrained, often in a less than natural position, 
and that tongue motion is likely to be somewhat different than usual even if the jaw is only 
slightly perturbed (Kelso, Tuller, Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Fowler, 1984; Lindblom, Lubker, & Gay, 
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1979).  Restraining the head will also eliminate certain participants who might be unable or 
unwilling to tolerate the procedure.   

The other approach to putting the tongue surface into a head-centered coordinate system is to 
track both the head and the transceiver and compensate for movement of each.  One system 
depends on video images which use colored strips on glasses (for head movement) and the 
transceiver (Gick, personal communication).  This system requires only the ultrasound system, 
a video recorder and a mixer and thus is ideal for work in the field.  Another system depends on 
a 3-D visual tracking system that digitally locates both the head and the transceiver during the 
speech.  The system is called HOCUS, for the Haskins Optically Corrected Ultrasound System 
(Whalen et al., submitted).  The infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) of the optical system are 
placed on goggles, which move with the head, and on the transceiver, allowing movement of 
each to be compensated for so that the extracted tongue image can be located relative to the 
hard palate.  IREDs can be placed on the lips and other articulators as well.  Although the 
ultrasound device images only a single plane at a time, the IREDs can be located without regard 
to this place since they are tracked in 3-D.  The plane of the ultrasound is typically midsagittal, 
but transverse images are also informative.  These can be combined into a pseudo-cine image 
to give the same kind of volumetric data that was mentioned for pseudo-cine MRI (Honorof et 
al., 2003).   

The main drawback of this system is that the transceiver can shift relative to the vocal tract.  Our 
procedure does allow, however, for trials in which we deliberately change the orientation away 
from the ideal.  This allows us to calculate the amount of error that such changes introduce.  
Frames in which the error is beyond acceptable limits can be deleted or interpolated over, as 
the case requires.  Another drawback is that the current sampling rate is the standard video rate 
of 30 Hz, which is rather slower than desirable.  However, newer systems have digital video 
capacity which should raise the rate to a more acceptable 100 Hz.  The transceiver does 
impinge on the jaw somewhat, but what is important is that contact be maintained, which can be 
accomplished with a much smaller load than that of fixed systems.   

Point Parameterization versus Full Tract Imaging 
There is some concern that there is too much information and that we are better off with a point 
parameterization, which is more easily quantified.  There are two aspects of this concern, one 
practical and one theoretical.  The practical concern is that the full tract images require too 
much hand processing before any usable numbers can emerge.  While this was true in the past, 
recent advances in spline fitting and other image processing techniques have allowed us to 
process the ultrasound images relatively efficiently.  More progress is needed for the MRI data, 
but we can expect that analysis to become more efficient as well.  Once the tongue spline is 
extracted, it is easy to make a variety of measurements, such as nearest approach to the 
palate, highest point on the tongue, or degree of curvature.  What is not easy is locating a single 
“flesh point” that would be equivalent to the points in x-ray microbeam or magnetometry.  
Experiments are currently underway that use markers along with ultrasound in order to compare 
the two kinds of data directly. 

The theoretical advantage for point parameterization that has been suggested is that the 
calculation of speed and acceleration is more direct with flesh points and that these are more 
useful than other measures.  Since, as just mentioned, it is difficult if not impossible to locate 
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flesh points with standard MRI or ultrasound, this is a true difference between the systems.  It is 
not clear, however, that the flesh points are unambiguously telling us about important aspects of 
the production all the time.  Certainly, the measures that are derived are quite useful, but they 
may not always indicate what is linguistically significant.  For example, if the tongue is moving 
during the production of an /i/ vowel, it could maintain a constant distance from the palate and 
thus be completely stable in terms of acoustic output and linguistic significance, yet the flesh 
points could be in constant motion.  This is similar to the action of the lips when they continue to 
move forward (due to compression) well after closure it attained (Löfqvist & Gracco, 1997).  
Even knowing which direction to compute acceleration in is a research question that has not 
been fully addressed.  Many times, one dimension or another is ignored and results are 
calculated for the remainder.  Although this may be justified in many cases, there are surely 
times when the speed with which the tongue approaches the (curved) palate is the most 
important measurement.  Having only three or four points on the tongue may not allow us to see 
what is most relevant. 

There is a great deal of information to be had from the tongue shape as a whole.  Simply 
measuring the curvature of the tongue can be informative both about the segment being 
produced (Iskarous, 2003) and about the ability of the speaker to make appropriate sounds 
(Bernhardt, Gick, Bacsfalvi, & Ashdown, 2003).  These shapes are nearly impossible to recover 
from three or four points.  The shape of the pharynx is also difficult to assess with point 
parameterization, though predictive techniques can help (Whalen, Kang, Magen, Fulbright, & 
Gore, 1999).  Finally, certain intriguing features of speech, such as the existence of “pivots” 
(Iskarous, in press), could not be seen with the sparse sampling inherent in point 
parameterization.   

The advances in imaging are separately quite useful, but the ability to use several methods to 
approach a single question is even more appealing.  All of the new imaging techniques allow for 
collection of many utterances in a single session, and they have enough in common that it will 
be possible to compare them.  Adding together systems that have a great deal of overlap gives 
us a much better picture of the whole vocal tract than adding together systems that give sparce 
and nonoverlapping pictures.  In short, we are now in a position to measure the vocal tract in 
ways that have simply not been possible before. 

ACOUSTIC MODELING 
Knowing what the acoustic consequences of a vocal tract shape allows us to infer the shape 
from the acoustics.  As mentioned earlier, Ken Stevens has been a premier practitioner of this 
technique.  Since acoustic signals are so easy to obtain (and obtain Human Investigations 
Committee approval for!), this is a happy circumstance for studying speech production, since it 
greatly increases the range of questions that can be asked.  Not only can we study the speech 
of those who are not tolerant of the rather restrictive postures one must use for direct 
measurements of the vocal tract, we can also look at even the earliest recordings from the 
sound era and make some inferences about the speakers that produced them. 

Articulatory measurement can be used to test predictions of acoustic modeling.  An example of 
is the modeling of American English /r/. Investigators at least as far back as Delattre and 
Freeman (1968) noted that the different /r/ variants share three gestures: labial, palatal and 
pharyngeal. It was then theorized that the gestures are placed at exactly the locations in the 
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vocal tract that according to Perturbation Theoretic reasoning would lower F3, which has been 
argued to be the main cue for /r/ (Lindau, 1985; Ohala, 1985). The F3 lowering mechanism for 
/r/ was therefore held for a long time to be the simultaneous constrictions in these three region. 
Stevens (1998) proposed a different model for the retroflex variant, however. In this model, F3 is 
the resonance of the cavity in front of the palatal constriction, as extended by the sublingual 
cavity. F3 was therefore argued to be a resonance of a front cavity that is decoupled from the 
back cavity. There were therefore two theories as to how F3 is lowered, which at the face of it 
could simulate the same acoustic effects. Acoustic modeling by itself, cannot decide between 
two such theories. Espy-Wilson et al. (2000) used MRI data presented in Alwan et al. (1997) to 
argue against the Perturbation Theoretic account. When the vocal tract length and volumes 
were calculated for the subjects, it was shown that the placement of the constrictions were not 
at the places predicted by Perturbation Theory to lead to F3 lowering. Some constrictions were 
in fact in positions that could raise F3. Espy-Wilson et al. (2000) and Jackson et al. (2001) then 
proposed more elaborate versions of the Stevens (1998) model to account for the data, which 
they were able to do successfully.  

CONCLUSION 
Fifty years of work on acoustics has brought us great insights into the speech process.  The 
ability to measure speech articulators directly has lagged behind somewhat, but that is about to 
change.  The new systems that are now in operation promise to bring the volume of data to 
production work that has previously been available only to acoustic studies.  What is especially 
exciting is not just that there will be new numbers to crunch—though that is always a thrill—but 
that the synergy of the various measurements and the acoustic modeling will bring us such 
insights that our current insights will seem like common knowledge.  The foundation laid by Ken 
Stevens and others will always be recognized as a great achievement in the study of speech. 
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